
Step 5



Listening
The Thames

1.   The Thames is ___  kilometres long.

2.   The Thames has more than __  islands.

3.   There are ___  bridges over the 

Thames.
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Articles in 
Geographical 

names



Articles in Geographical names

Артикль «the» Без артикля
Горы

Моря

Реки

Озёра

Континенты
Океаны Страны

Города

Площади

Улицы

Парки

The Alps

The Arctic Ocean

The Black sea

The Volga

The Baikal

America

Russia

London

Red Square

Green Street

Hyde Parkthe UK

Острова The British Isles



“the” or no article?
1.  ___ Great Britain

2.  ___ London

3.  ___ Thames

4.  ___ Ireland

5.  ___ UK

6.  ___ United Kingdom

7.  ___ United Kingdom 

of Great Britain and 

Northern Ireland

8. ___ British Isles

9. ___ Isle of Man

10. ___  Northern Ireland

11. ___ Scotland

12. ___ Wales

13. ___ England
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the 

the 

the 

the 

the 
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 - 



Speak about Great Britain
1. What other name of Britain do you know?
2. Where is Britain situated? What are the 

names of the two largest islands of the 
British Isles?

3. Is the territory of Britain large or small? 
What can you say about the territory of the 
country?

4. What are the four parts of the United 
Kingdom?

5. What is the capital of England? What is the 
capital of the United Kingdom?

6. In what city does the British government 
work?

7. The British Parliament is the oldest in Europe, 
isn’t it? When did it appear?

8. Is there a king or a queen in the United 
Kingdom now?



1. Scotland is in the ____  of Great Britain.

2. Wales is in the ________  .

3. Brighton is in the ____  .

4. Dover is in the _______ .

5. Glasgow is in the _______  .

6. Blackpool is in the ____  .

7. Hull is in the ____  .

8. London is in the ______ .

Complete the sentences
east west south north northwest southeast southwestsoutheast



hundred

thousand

million

100

1,000

1,000,000



Конкретное количество

two hundred buildings

eight thousand people

four million stars

200 buildings

8,000 people

4,000,000 stars

Точное количество
неизвестно

hundreds of  buildings

thousands of people

millions of stars



Как правильно прочитать многозначное число?

6,284,531

six million two hundred and eighty-four thousand

five hundred and thirty-one

В английском языке в многозначных числах сотни, 
тысячи итд. на письме отделяются запятой.



Read 
the 

dialogue

Hi, Dan! Do you know 
how many people live in 

London?

No, I don’t. Millions of 
people live there. Why?

I’m doing a 
project.

I googled it!

Nine million people live in 
London. Thank you! You 

are the best!
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Use “of” where necessary
1.    Five thousand __  roses.

2.    Ten hundred __ children.

3.    Hundreds __  places.

4.    Millions __  friends.

5.    Two million __ cars.

6.    Thousands __  birds.

7.    Seven hundred __ buildings.

8.    Two thousand __ people.

9.    Hundreds __  rivers.

10.    Millions __  towns.
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too тоже

I like dancing.

I like singing too



too also as well

I like dancing too

I like dancing as well

I          like dancingalso



Слово also стоит перед смысловым 
глаголом, но после глагола be.

Jim also plays football.

Jim is also a football player.



Слова also, as well, too 
НЕ ИСПОЛЬЗУЮТ 

в отрицательных предложениях.



Say it in two different ways
They travel in Russia and they travel abroad too.

They travel in Russia and they travel abroad as well.

They travel in Russia and they also travel abroad.



Say it in two different ways
1.  Ireland is an island, Great Britain is an island too.

2.  Late autumn is rainy, early spring is rainy too.

3.  A lot of tourists come to England, some of them visit 

Scotland and Wales too.

4.  Great Britain has a lot of lakes, it has rivers too.

5.  My dad reads newspapers, he reads magazines too.

6.  Both friends could sing, they could dance well too.

7.  I’m going to visit the UK someday; I’d like to go to the 

USA too.



“as well” or “also”?
1.  I like John and I like his sister ____ .

2.  I play football and I ____ play volleyball.

3.  London is the capital of the UK and it is ____ the 

capital of England.

4.  Julia dances very well; she ____ sings very well.

5.  We are going to visit Wales and Scotland ____ .

as well

as well 

also

also

also



“too” or “also”?
1.  I would like to visit Great Britain ___ .

2. Jeff plays basketball and he ____ plays tennis.

3. There are many rivers in Scotland ___ .

4. Nick ____  likes travelling.

5. I will see Ireland and I will see England ___  .

too
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too
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too


